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Abstract
The dynamic broadcast problem is the communication
problem where source packets to be broadcast to all the
other nodes are generated at each node of a parallel computer according to a certain random process, such as a Poisson process. The lower bounds on the average reception delay required by any oblivious dynamic broadcast algorithm
in a d-dimensional hypercube are Ω(d + 1,1 ρ ) when packets are generated according to a Poisson process, where ρ is
the load factor. The best previous algorithms for hypercubes
only achieve Ω( 1,d ρ ) average reception delay. In this paper,
we propose dynamic broadcast algorithms that require optimal O(d + 1,1 ρ ) average reception delay in d-dimensional
hypercubes and n1  n2  nd tori with ni = O(1). We apply the proposed broadcast scheme to a variety of other network topologies for efficient dynamic broadcast and present
several methods for assigning priority classes to packets.

1. Introduction
Meshes, tori, hypercubes, and n-ary d-cubes [12] are
among the most popular network topologies for parallel processing, and many commercial and experimental parallel
computers are built based on these networks. Star graphs
[1, 2] and generalized hypercubes [6, 11] are also important networks that are recently receiving increasing attention. Numerous algorithms have been proposed for these
networks [3, 5, 9, 21, 24].
Among the properties and algorithms investigated for
these networks, dynamic broadcast is an important problem
where each node in a parallel computer generates packets to
be broadcast to all the other nodes according to a certain random process. When dynamic broadcast is the only type of
communication tasks taking place, we define the load factor (or called throughput factor) of an N-node network as
ρ

de f
=

λB

N,1
;
dave

where λB is the rate at which the source packets to be broad-

cast are generated and dave is the average number of links
per node. For example, the load factor of a d-dimensional
hypercube is given by
ρ

de f
=

λB

2d , 1
;
d

the load factor of an n  n mesh is given by
ρ

de f
=

λB

n2 , 1
:
4 , 4=n

Note that an N-node network will generate λB N broadcast
tasks per unit of time, which require at least λB N(N , 1)
packet transmissions on the average. Since there are Ndave
directed links in the network, the utilization of the most congested network links is at least equal to the load factor ρ.
Note that the utilization is equal to ρ if and only if copies
of the same source packet of a broadcast task are received
exactly once by each node, and the packet transmissions are
uniformly distributed over all network links. Therefore, a
necessary condition for the stability of dynamic routing and
dynamic broadcast in any network is that the load factor
ρ < 1, when the source packets to be routed or broadcast are
generated according to a random process.
The average broadcast delay is the average time that
elapses between the generation of a source packet at a node
and the time its broadcast to all the other nodes is completed;
the average reception delay is the average time that elapses
between the generation of a source packet at a node and the
time a particular node receives a copy of the packet, averaged over all nodes. The lower bounds on the average
broadcast delay and average reception delay required by any
oblivious dynamic broadcast algorithm for a d-dimensional
hypercube are Ω(d + 1,1 ρ ) when the packets to be broadcast are generated according to a Poisson process [13]. Stamoulis and Tsitsiklis [13] proposed a direct scheme based
on d completely unbalanced spanning trees and an indirect scheme based on d edge-disjoint spanning trees for dynamic broadcast in hypercubes. Their direct scheme requires O( 1,d ρ ) average broadcast delay and reception delay; their indirect scheme is stable only when ρ <

2
3

and re-

quires O( 2,d3ρ ) average broadcast delay and reception delay. Varvarigos and Bertsekas [14] proposed the dynamic
broadcasting scheme for the d-dimensional n  n   n
mesh, which is stable when ρ < 1=2 , Ω(λB dn) and requires O( 1=2,dn
λBV ,ρ ) average broadcast delay and reception delay, where V = (d + 1)(n , 1) when the splitting
of packets is allowed and V = 3d (n , 1) + 1 otherwise.
Varvarigos and Bertsekas [15] also formulated and proved
the dynamic broadcasting theorem for dynamic broadcast
based on partial multinode broadcast (PMNB). The dynamic
broadcasting algorithm proposed in [15] is stable when ρ <
1 , O(λB d ) and requires O( 1,d ρ ) average broadcast delay
and reception delay. Varvarigos and Banerjee [16] also proposed a direct broadcasting scheme and an indirect broadcasting scheme for dynamic broadcast in arbitrary network
topologies. The analyses given in [14, 15, 16] do not use any
approximation. All these previously proposed algorithms
can only achieve suboptimal performance (by a factor of
Θ(d )) when the load factor is large; some of them cannot
achieve maximum load factor ρ  1.
In this paper, we propose the priority broadcast scheme
for dynamic broadcast in meshes, tori, hypercubes, n-ary dcubes, as well as any vertex- and edge-symmetric networks.
Our goal is to achieve the maximum possible load factor
ρ  1 and optimal average reception delay at the same time
for dynamic routing and dynamic broadcast in these networks. We show that dynamic broadcast can be executed in
d-dimensional hypercubes and n1  n2  nd tori with optimal O(d + 1,1 ρ ) average reception delay when ni = O(1) for
all i. Our dynamic broadcast algorithm for hypercubes is optimal within a factor approximately equal to 1 when the load
factor is close to 0 and is optimal within a small constant factor for any other load factor. Moreover, our dynamic broadcast algorithms are easy to implement in parallel computers
and are considerably faster than the best previous algorithms
for networks investigated in this paper.
We present algorithms for performing dynamic broadcast in tori with exactly balanced traffic over all network
links, which achieves maximum throughput factor ρ 
1. We show that, based on our algorithm-reconfigured
communication (ARC) scheme, dynamic broadcast can be
executed in the interior (n1 , 2)  (n2 , 2)   (nd ,
2) submesh of an n1  n2   nd mesh with maximum
throughput factor 1 , nmax d =N0 and average reception denmax
lay O(∑di=1 ni + 1,nmax
d =N ,ρ ), where nmax = maxi=1;2;:::;d ni
d
0
and N = ∏i=1 (ni , 2). The maximum throughput factor of
our proposed algorithm is very close to optimal and is better than the best previous result [14] by a factor of approximately 2. The average reception delay of our proposed algorithm is asymptotically optimal when nmax = O(1) and
ρ < 1 , cdnmax =N0 , for any constant c > 1. Moreover, we
show that based on the ARC scheme, multinode broadcast
N
(MNB) [5] can be executed in 2d
+ nmax , 3 time in the
0

0

interior submesh, which is optimal within a factor of 1 +
O(dnmax =N0 ). We propose an efficient method for assigning priority classes to packets, called the optimal priority
assignment method, which can achieves the best possible
performance for dynamic broadcast in any network topology. We also extend these techniques and algorithms to star
graphs [1, 2], generalized hypercubes [6, 11], homogeneous
product networks [7], and any vertex- and edge-symmetric
network.
In Section 2, we present dynamic broadcast algorithms
in tori and illustrate the central idea of the priority broadcast scheme. In Section 3, we introduce the ARC scheme
for dynamic broadcast and MNB in meshes. In Section 4, we
propose the optimal priority assignment method for assigning priority classes to packets in arbitrary network topologies. In Section 5, we generalize the dynamic broadcast algorithms to any vertex and edge symmetric network.

2. Dynamic broadcast in tori
In this section, we present a simple oblivious algorithm
for dynamic broadcast in tori and illustrate the central idea
of our priority broadcast scheme.

2.1. STAR and REDO broadcast for tori
For a given dimension l, a simple broadcast algorithm for
a d-D n1  n2    nd torus under the single-dimension
communication model [23], where the nodes are allowed to
use only links of the same dimension at any given time, can
be presented as follows:




At Phase 1, the source node sends the packet to be
broadcast along dimension l + 1 mod d.
At each subsequent Phase t, t = 2; 3; : : : d, each node
that has a packet forwards the packet along dimension
l + t mod d.

We can easily modify this algorithm to obtain a nonidling
queueing version for dynamic broadcast under the all-port
communication model. More precisely, in this modified algorithm all the packets are sent along exactly the same path
as the preceding simple broadcast algorithm, but a node forwards all its packets as soon as the associated links are available. For example, the source node will send the packet to
all its 2d neighbors at time 1 if all its outgoing links are available. Note that there may be other broadcast or routing tasks
in the network, so some links may be busy. When an associated link is not available, the packet is stored in the associated output queue and waits for service.
The central idea of our proposed broadcast scheme is to
balance the traffic over all network nodes and links, and
then assign a proper priority class to each packet. Observe

that a broadcast task generates al +1;l = nl +1 , 1 packets
over dimension-(l + 1) links, al +2;l = (nl +2 , 1)nl +1 packets over dimension-(l + 2) links, ai;l = (ni , 1) ∏ij,=1l +1 n j
packets over dimension-i links if i > l, and ai;l = (ni ,
1
1) ∏nj=l +1 n j ∏ jj,
n packets over dimension-i links if i 
=1 j
l. To balance the traffic, a node needs to select dimension
l = i with certain probability xi for all i = 1; 2; :::; d. When
there is no traffic other than dynamic broadcast tasks, the
probability vector (x1 ; x2 ; :::; xd ) can be obtained by solving
the following system of d linear equations in d unknowns
1
d
∑dj=1 ai; j x j = N,
d for i = 1; 2; :::; d, where N = ∏i=1 ni is
the size of the torus. Note that it is guaranteed that the solution satisfies ∑di=1 xi = 1 since ∑di=1 ai; j = N , 1 for all
j = 1; 2; :::; d. Clearly, if ni = n for all i = 1; 2; :::; d (that
is, the torus is an n-ary d-cube), we have x j = 1=d for all
j = 1; 2; :::; d. When a node has a source packet to be broadcast to all the other nodes in the network, it randomly selects
l = i with probability xi and then use the nonidling queueing version of the simple broadcast algorithm. Then the expected number of packets to be transmitted on each network
link is the same for all links.
The preceding algorithm for the all-port communication model essentially find a broadcast algorithm under the
single-dimension communication model and then rotate the
dimensions of the single-dimension algorithm by l dimensions with probability xi in order to find a broadcast algorithm that utilizes all dimensions uniformly. This strategy
is useful for many problems and is called the Single-To-All
dimensions Rotation (STAR) technique in this paper. The resultant broadcast algorithm is called a STAR broadcast algorithm.
We can generalize the STAR broadcast algorithm as follows. We first randomly select an order for all the dimensions i = 1; 2; :::; d from d! possible orders. Then at Phase t,
t = 1; 2; : : : d, each node that has a packet sends/forwards the
packet along the t th dimension in the selected order. When
ni = n for all i = 1; 2; :::; d, we can select equal probability
x j = 1=d! for each of the d! possible orders to balance the
traffic on network links; otherwise, we may need to solve a
system of d linear equations in d! unknowns. There are usually many solutions to such a system of linear equations. We
can choose a solution where some xi , 1  xi  d!, are equal
to 0 so that only a subset of the d! possible orders of dimensions are used. This strategy is also useful and is called the
random even-dimensions order (REDO) technique in this
paper. The resultant broadcast algorithm is called a REDO
broadcast algorithm.

2.2. The priority broadcast scheme for tori
A simple way to combine the nonidling queueing discipline with the priority broadcast scheme we propose is to assign low priority to the packets that will be forwarded over
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Figure 1. Dynamic broadcast in a 5-ary 2-cube
based on the priority broadcast scheme.

dimension-l links and assign high priority to the remaining packets. Figure 1 illustrates an example for dynamic
broadcast in a 5-ary 2-cube based on the priority broadcast
scheme.
/capt
To intuitively illustrate the central idea of our priority
broadcast scheme, we analyze the average reception delay
in a torus with ni = n for all i (i.e., an n-ary d cube) using
a simple approximation, which assumes that the arrival processes of high-priority packets and of the aggregate packet
traffic at a node can be approximated by Poisson processes.
We assume that all packets have equal length and require
one unit of time for transmission over links and let ρL be the
arrival rate of low-priority packets and ρH be the approximate arrival rate of high-priority packets. Since there are
N=n , 1 high-priority packets and (1 , 1=n)N low-priority
packets generated by a broadcast task, we have ρH < 1=n
and ρ = ρH + ρL < 1 when the system is stable. Therefore,
the queues for high-priority packets can be approximated by
M/D/1 queues [4, 10] with very small arrival rate so the average waiting time for a high-priority packet is approximately
equal to 2(1ρ,Hρ ) = O(1=n) = o(1).
H
According to the conservation law [10], the average waiting time in a queue will not be affected by assigning different
priority classes to packets when the arrival process remains
the same and the assignment of priority classes is independent of the service time of the packets. Assuming that the arrival process of the aggregate packet traffic at a node can be
approximated by a Poisson process, then the average waiting time for packets (including both low-priority and highpriority packets) in our priority broadcast scheme can be approximated by using an M/D/1 queue with arrival rate ρ and
is approximately equal to 2(1ρ,ρ) . Thus, the average waiting time for low-priority packets is approximately equal to
ρn
ρ
2(1,ρ)(n,1)  2(1,ρ) under such assumption. Note, however, that about (n , 1)=n of the packets for transmission
over a dimension i link of a node comes from the dimension-

i neighbor of that node so that the actual waiting time is considerably smaller.
From the preceding dynamic broadcast algorithm, we can
see that a packet is forwarded as a high-priority packet for at
most bn=2c(d , 1) steps and is forwarded as a low-priority
packet for at most bn=2c steps before it is received by a node.
Moreover, since only (slightly less than) 1 =n of the total
traffic is high-priority traffic, the average waiting time for a
high-priority packet is a very close to 0. Since the average
waiting time for a low-priority packet is O( 1,1 ρ ), the average reception delay is given by



O nd +

n

1,ρ



can show that no algorithm can achieve load factor larger
than 1/2 for dynamic broadcast in the entire mesh.
In the algorithm-reconfigured communication (ARC)
scheme, we “reconfigure” the mesh by selecting a subset of
nodes in the mesh for computation, in order to improve the
efficiency of communication by a factor of 2. This scheme
is especially useful for communication-intensive algorithms
where the network performance and throughput are determined by the communication time required.
To perform dynamic broadcast, we select the interior
, 2)  (n2 , 2)   (nd , 2) submesh for the purpose
of computation. Then, when a source packet arrives, we
first route it outside the submesh along a certain dimension
i, and then broadcast it to the surface hyperplane that is outside the submesh and is orthogonal to dimension i. In other
words, if the source node is (y1 ; y2 ; :::; yd ), then we route
the packet to node (y1 ; y2 ; :::; yi,1 ; 1; yi+1 ; :::; yd ) (or node
(y1 ; y2 ; :::; yi,1 ; ni ; yi+1 ; :::; yd )
if
yi
>
ni =2),
and then broadcast it to nodes (z1 ; z2 ; :::; zi,1 ; 1; zi+1 ; :::; zd )
(or (z1 ; z2 ; :::; zi,1 ; ni ; zi+1 ; :::; zd ), respectively) for all zi =
2; 3; :::; ni , 1. Finally each node in the hyperplane that has
a copy of the source packet broadcasts it back into the submesh along dimension i. Note that we should use the nonidling queueing version of this broadcast algorithm for dynamic broadcast. Figure 2 illustrates the ARC scheme for
dynamic broadcast in a 2-D 6  6 mesh.
(n1

:

When n is a constant, the average reception delay is O(d +
1
1,ρ ) and is asymptotically optimal from the lower bound
shown in [13] for any oblivious algorithm. As a comparison, by generalizing the broadcast scheme proposed in [13]
for dynamic broadcast in n-ary d-cubes or torus, the average
reception delay is O( 1dn
,ρ ) and is suboptimal by a factor of
Θ(d ) even when n = O(1). Our priority broadcast scheme
also improves on this time complexity and that required by
the dynamic broadcast algorithm proposed in [16] for arbitrary network topology by a factor of Θ(d ) when the load
factor is large. The approximate analysis given in this section can be easily generalized to general tori.

3. Dynamic broadcast in meshes
The best previous algorithms for dynamic broadcast in
meshes can only achieve maximum throughput factor ρ 
1=2, and it is derived for n  n   n mesh only [14]. In
this section, we introduce the algorithm-reconfigured communication (ARC) scheme for efficient multinode broadcast
(MNB) and dynamic broadcast in general meshes (i.e., ni
may not be equal to n j ). The goal of our routing scheme is to
derive dynamic broadcast algorithms whose maximum possible throughput factor ρ is as close to 1 as possible.

3.1. The algorithm-reconfigured communication
(ARC) scheme for dynamic broadcast in
meshes
The load factor ρ of an N-node d-D mesh for dynamic
broadcast with arrival rate λ is slightly larger than λN=2d.
However, if we use the dynamic broadcast algorithm proposed in Section 2, the maximum load factor that can be
achieved is no larger than 1/2, even if the traffic is balanced
for the most congested links of different dimensions (which
are the directed links connecting to the surface of the mesh
or to the top/bottom rows in a 2-D mesh). Since all the packets are routed along shortest paths in that algorithm, it is impossible to reduce the number of transmissions. In fact, we

When dynamic broadcast is the only type of communication tasks taking place, the load factor of the N0 -node interior
submesh is
ρ

de f
=

λB

N0 , 1
;
2d

where N0 = ∏di=1 (ni , 2). To achieve maximum throughput
N
ρ  1, we partition the submesh into 2d
equal parts so that
each hyperplane receives the same number of source packets per unit of time on the average to be broadcast. Then the
traffic on all network links is approximately balanced since
N
about 2d
broadcast packets (excluding the source packet that
is routed out of the submesh) will be sent across each link of
the submesh every N0 broadcast tasks. Then, when ρ < 1 ,
dnmax =N0 , the utilization of all the network links is smaller
than 1 so that the system is stable. Note that we can further improve the maximum possible throughput slightly by
routing the source packet to the outside row or hyperplane
along paths that generate more balanced traffic, at the expense of somewhat larger average reception delay. Note also
that this interior submesh is the largest submesh that can
achieve maximum throughput factor close to 1. Any submesh larger than this can only achieve maximum throughput
factor ρ < 3=4.
0
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Figure 2. Dynamic broadcast in a 6  6 mesh
based on the algorithm-reconfigured communication (ARC) scheme. (a) The source
packet is routed out of the interior 4  4 submesh as a high-priority packet. (b) The packet
is broadcast along the bottown row of the 6  6
mesh. (c) The packets are broadcast back to
the 4  4 submesh along dimension 1.

3.2. The algorithm-reconfigured communication
(ARC) scheme for MNB in meshes
The dynamic broadcast algorithm for meshes can be
modified to obtain a multinode broadcast (MNB) algorithm
for the interior (n1 , 2)  (n2 , 2)  (nd , 2) submesh that
N
requires 2d
+ nmax , 3 time. We simply use the ARC scheme
to broadcast all packets with proper scheduling. We can
show that since time nmax , 1, all nodes in the submesh begin
to receive packets from all their 2d links. If ni = nmax , than
some nodes will receive their last packets along dimension
N
i at time 2d
+ nmax , 3, which is the execution time of the
MNB task. The algorithm is asymptotically optimal within
a factor of 1 + O(dnmax =N0 ) from a trivial lower bound N2d,1
and is, to the best of our knowledge, smaller than the best
previous algorithms reported in the literature [14] by a factor of approximately 2 for executing MNB tasks in meshes.
0

0

0

3.3. The priority broadcast scheme for dynamic
broadcast in meshes
It is very easy to combine the priority broadcast scheme
with the ARC scheme for dynamic broadcast in meshes. A
simple method is to assign low priority to the last ni , 3
transmissions (that is, to the packets that are broadcast back
to the interior submesh from the surface hyperplane), and
assign high priority to the remaining packets. Similar to
the analysis given in Section 2 for hypercubes and n-ary dcubes, we can show that the average reception delay for dynamic broadcast in the interior (n1 , 2)  (n2 , 2)  (nd ,
2) submesh is
d

O( ∑ ni +
i=1

nmax
);
1 , dnmax=N0 , ρ
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Figure 3. (a) The completely unbalanced
spanning tree T1 rooted at node 0 of a 4-cube.
(b) Optimal priority assignment in the completely unbalanced spanning tree T1 .

which is asymptotically optimal when nmax = O(1) and ρ <
1 , cdnmax =N0 for any constant c > 1. The resultant algorithm achieves the best throughput and delay reported in the
literature for dynamic broadcast in an N0 -node submesh.
Our proposed dynamic broadcast algorithm for meshes
achieve maximum throughput factor that is larger than that
of the best previous algorithm for dynamic broadcast in the
entire mesh [14] by a factor of approximately 2.

4. Optimal priority assignment for dynamic
broadcast
In this section, we present several methods for assigning
priority classes to packets, including the optimal priority assignment method, which achieves the best performance in
terms of the average reception delay for dynamic broadcast.
For the algorithms presented in this paper, there are many
ways in which priority classes can be assigned to packets.
We can select several spanning trees of a mesh, torus, or hypercube and assign different priority classes to the nodes in
the spanning trees. For example, the STAR broadcast algorithm for hypercube is equivalent to using d completely unbalanced spanning trees rooted at the source node X, and assign low priority to the packets that will be forwarded to the
leaves of the trees. Figure 3a presents a completely unbalanced spanning tree rooted at node 0 in a 4-cube. The other
3 spanning trees can be obtained by rotating the dimensions
of the links (see Section 5).
An efficient but more complicated method, which we call
optimal priority assignment, assigns higher priority to packets that have more descendants to be broadcast to. More precisely, if Nu and Nv are the numbers of nodes in the subspanning trees rooted at a node for broadcasting packets u
and v, respectively, and Nu > Nv , then packet u has higher

priority than v at that node. Such assignment can be easily represented when we use d completely unbalanced spanning trees for broadcasting in hypercubes. More precisely,
a packet that has to be transmitted over a link of dimension
i in the jth completely unbalanced spanning tree (i.e., the
spanning tree obtained by rotating the dimensions for j , 1
times, see Section 5 or [9, 13] for details) is assigned priority class ( j , i , 1 mod d ) + 1. Figure 3b illustrates the
optimal priority assignment for the first completely unbalanced spanning tree of node 0 in a 4-cube. The average reception delay required using optimal priority assignment is
smaller than that required by the simple dynamic broadcast
algorithm presented in 2. Actually, when the assignment of
priority classes does not affect the packet arrival processes
at any node, this assignment achieves the best possible performance in terms of the average reception delay.
When two packets has the same number of descendants,
we can also assign higher priority to the packet that is older.
That is, when Nu = Nv , packet u has higher priority if its
source is generated before that of packet v. To reduce the
average broadcast delay of dynamic broadcast (that is, the
average time required for the last packet to be received in a
broadcast task), we can assign different priority to packets
according to their locations in the spanning tree. For example, we can assign nodes in critical paths with higher priority.

5. Dynamic broadcast in vertex and edge symmetric networks
In this section, we propose a dynamic broadcast algorithm for an arbitrary vertex and edge symmetric network.
To obtain a STAR broadcast algorithm for a symmetric
network, we first derive a shortest-path spanning tree T1
rooted at node X for the network. This can be easily done by
flooding the network with packets from node X, and killing
redundant packets when applicable [4]. Then we “rotate”
the dimensions of links in this shortest-path spanning tree
to derive the other p , 1 shortest-path spanning trees, where
p is the degree of the network. More precisely, the shortestpath spanning tree Ti , i = 2; 3; : : : p, is obtained by replacing
each dimension- j link at level 0 with the dimension-( j + i ,
1 mod p) link of node X, replacing each dimension- j link
at level 1 (that was connected to the Y th node at level 1 of
T1 ), with the dimension-( j + i , 1 mod p) link of the newly
obtained Y th node of Ti at level 1, and repeating this process until all links of T1 are replaced. When node X generates a packet to be broadcast, it randomly selected a shortestpath spanning tree Tl and the network broadcasts the packet
along the spanning tree. By vertex and edge symmetry, we
can see that the traffic is balanced over all network nodes
and links, when the sources are uniformly distributed among
all network nodes. Note that for some networks, some of

the shortest-path spanning trees generated using this method
may be identical and can be removed. Since the packets are
broadcast along shortest-path spanning trees, the average reception delay is minimized. Similar to the method used in
Section 2, we can also derive a more general REDO broadcast algorithm for vertex and edge symmetric networks.
To combine the preceding broadcast algorithm with our
priority broadcast scheme, we will assign low priority to
packets with fewer descendants, and high priority to the remaining packets. A simple method is to assign low priority to packets for the leaves, then to packets with 2 descendants, and so on, until a constant fraction of the traffic is assigned with low priority. We can use the optimal priority
assignment introduced in the previous section to optimize
the performance. We can also use fewer priority classes and
achieve performance between those of the simple and optimal priority assignment methods.
The dynamic broadcast algorithm proposed in this section is simple and powerful and can be applied to a variety
of important networks. In fact, the STAR broadcast algorithms for n-ary d-cubes and d-dimensional hypercubes presented in Sections 2 are special cases of this broadcast algorithm, where half of the shortest-path spanning trees generated for an n-ary d-cube by the preceding method are redundant and have been removed. We can apply this algorithm
to generalized hypercubes [6, 11], and easily show that the
reception delay for dynamic broadcast in a d-dimensional
radix-r hypercube is O(d + 1,1 ρ ) = O(logr N + 1,1 ρ ), where
N is the size of the network. We can also apply this algorithm to star graphs [1, 2] and show that the reception delay for dynamic broadcast in a d-dimensional star graph is
1
O(d + 1,1 ρ ) = O( loglogN
logN + 1,ρ ). Both algorithms for the
star graphs and generalized hypercubes are asymptotically
optimal. The lower bounds can be derived in a way similar
to that given in [13] for the lower bound on the time required
by any oblivious algorithm for dynamic broadcast in hypercubes.
We can also use other spanning trees (e.g., [8, 17]) to execute the broadcast task. The most important criterion for
selecting the spanning trees is that the traffic should be balanced among network nodes and links in order to maximize
the maximum possible throughput. It is also important that
the routing paths are as short as possible in order to reduce
the average reception delay and broadcast delay. Moreover,
it is desirable that the spanning trees used have O(N) leaves
or O(N) nodes in the lowest few levels.
Another interesting case is that of homogeneous product networks, which are a subclass of product networks with
identical factor graphs [7]. More precisely, a d-level homogeneous product network is the iterated Cartesian product
G
|  G 
{z G} of the same graph G. Hypercubes, n-ary dd

cubes, and radix-r generalized hypercubes are all examples

of homogeneous product networks whose factor graphs are
the 2-node ring, n-node ring, and r-node complete graph, respectively. By generalizing dynamic broadcast algorithms
for tori, we can also obtain dynamic broadcast algorithms for
homogeneous product networks. More precisely, we randomly select a level l, and broadcast the packet within the
(l + 1 mod d )th factor graph to which the source node belongs, and then broadcast the packet using links of the (l +
2 mod d )th , (l + 3 mod d )th , : : :, lth factor graphs. All (or
part) of the packets transmitted over links of the lth factor
graph are assigned low priority and the remaining packets
are assigned high priority. We can also use any other method
introduced in this paper, such as the optimal priority assignment method, for the assignment of priority classes to packets. We should use the criteria introduced in this section for
selecting spanning trees for dynamic broadcast within a factor graph of the homogeneous product networks. The priority broadcast scheme proposed in this paper can also be applied to a variety of other network topologies, such as the
macro-satr networks [23], cyclic networks [20, 22], and hierarchical swapped networks [18, 19], for dynamic broadcast with high performance. The details will be reported in
the future.

6. Modified dynamic broadcast algorithms
In this section, we propose several algorithms that can
further improve the performance for dynamic broadcast in
networks investigated in this paper.

6.1. Heuristic dynamic broadcast algorithms
In an M/D/p queue [4, 10], a server is idle only when
other servers are idle or have at most one customer; while in
p M/D/1 queues whose arival processes are independant, it
is possible that some of the servers are idle while the others
have long queues. Therefore, the capacity of the p M/D/1
queues may be wasted and an M/D/p queue performs much
better than p M/D/1 queues when the load factor is large and
their aggregate arrival rates are the same.
The dynamic broadcast algorithms presented in the previous sections are oblivious and a node with p links performs
like p independant M/D/1 queues. In algorithms proposed
in this subsection, we manage to maintain similar queue
lengths for links of all the dimensions in order to improve the
performance. The central idea of the proposed algorithms is
that if links of dimension i have longer queue on the average
and/or have to transmit more packets in the near future, we
assign smaller probability xi for selecting ending dimension
i (or for the choice of spanning trees that require more transmissions over dimension-i links of the network), and vice
versa.

To implement the idea, we first define the average unfinished load of a network. Let Tul (i) be the total unfinished
load for network links of dimension i, the number of packets that have to traverse dimension i links in the network
in order to complete all the currently unfinished broadcast
tasks. Then the average unfinished load for a dimension-i
link, Aul (i), is equal to Tul (i)=N, where N is the number of
dimension-i links in the network.
Each node X calculates the expected unfinished load,
EulX (i) for each dimension i, i = 1; 2; :::; n, for packets currently resides in a queue of node X, where EulX (i) is the total
number of transmissions over network links of dimension i
required to broadcast the packets currently in its queues. We
can show that the average value of EulX (i) over all network
nodes X is equal to Aul (i).
For the oblivious broadcast algorithms introduced in previous sections, we randomly choose an ending dimension
for STAR broadcast or an order of dimensions for REDO
broadcast (with equal probability when the network is symmetric). In the algorithm proposed in this section, node X
assigns probabilities for these orders according to the values of EulX (i) in order to make Aul (i)  Aul ( j ) for any i 6= j
at any time. We can show that for sufficiently large integer
s, there exist a set of probabilities for selecting the order of
dimensions such that the expected values of Aul (i) are the
same for all i = 1; 2; 3; :::; p after s slots.
In addition to improved performance when the load factor is large, the requirement for buffers is also reduced by
using this algorithm. Alternatively, a node can estimate the
network traffic by averaging the queue lengths among neighboring or nearby nodes. More details will be reported in the
near future.

6.2. Dynamic broadcast with mini-packets
When a packet can be split into several mini-packets, the
performance of dynamic broadcast can be significantly improved for any load factor.
When the traffic is light, we split the source packet into t
mini-packets and broadcast them along edge-disjoint spanning trees [8, 9], where t is the number of edge-disjoint spanning trees of the network. For example, there are d edgedisjoint spanning trees in a d-dimensional hypercube. When
using this algorithm, it can be easily shown that the average broadcast delay for dynamic broadcast in hypercubes is
O(1) when ρ ! 0 and the transmission of a mini-packet over
a network link require 1=d time.
When the traffic is heavy, we can split the source packet
into t mini-packets and broadcast them along edge-disjoint
spanning trees, or into d (or p) mini-packets for d-D tori (or
degree-p symmetric networks) and broadcast them using the
STAR technique, each with a different ending dimension.
The average reception delay for dynamic broadcast is im-

proved by a factor of Θ(d ) when ρ ! 1 and the transmission
of a mini-packet over a network link require 1=d time.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the priority broadcast scheme
for dynamic routing and dynamic broadcast in meshes, tori,
hypercubes, n-ary d-cubes, star graphs, and generalized hypercubes, as well as any symmetric network or homogeneous product network. In particular, the dynamic broadcast
algorithms we proposed for hypercubes improve the best
previous algorithms significantly and are the only known algorithms that achieve optimal O(d + 1,1 ρ ) average reception
delay. Our dynamic broadcast algorithms for hypercubes
are optimal within a factor approximately equal to 1 when
the load factor is close to 0 and within a small constant factor for any other load factor. The proposed algorithms for
n1  n2  nd tori with ni = O(1), n-ary d-cubes with n =
O(1), star graphs, and generalized hypercubes achieve maximum load factor ρ  1 and asymptotically optimal average
reception delay. We showed that dynamic broadcast can be
executed in the interior (n1 , 2)  (n2 , 2)   (nd , 2)
submesh with maximum load factor ρ close to 1 and optimal average reception delay. We also showed that multinode
broadcast (MNB) can be executed in the interior submesh in
N
about 2d
steps. We also introduced the optimal priority assignment method for efficient assignment of priority classes
to packets, which achieves the best possible performance for
dynamic broadcast in any network topology.
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